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FACIAL REJUVENATION
AT REVA
Reva, the only clinic in Delhi offers Scientific Facial Assessment
(SFA) based treatments to ensure desired outcome.
instant and the rest comes when the
fillers integrate with the tissue. Clients
get complete results in 15 days which
is subtle, natural and aesthetic. It is a
single sitting procedure with a review
(fine tuning) after 15 days.

How much would a
procedure like this cost?

Depending on the desired
result and requirement, the cost could
vary from Rs.35,000 to Rs.2.5 lacs.

Dr. Reema
Arora,
Senior
Consultant,
REVA

What is Total Facial Rejuvenation?

We at Reva, have a scientific approach towards facial
assessment. We do a Scientific Facial Assessment (SFA) of
clients, and based on that, we decide which area of the face
requires intervention and improvement. SFA is a technique by
which the face is measured and evaluated for proportion and
to determine whether the Golden Ratio (PHI) is maintained or
not. The Golden Ratio or PHI is the mathematical formula
wherein 1:1.618 ratio is measured in various facial features.
Even the human face has a golden ratio and this is why some
faces are more attractive, visibly pleasant than others. For
example, for the perfect lips, the ratio of the upper to lower lip
should be 1:1.618 with the lower lip being slightly larger than
the upper lip. It’s surprising, how a minor change can
enhance appearance and attain that perfect golden ratio.

What are the latest trends in Total Facial
Rejuvenation?

There has been a shift from only treating the face in individual
parts to a holisticoday, treatments are planned for rejuvenation
of the skin, re- contouring and wrinkle management.

What can be achieved with this treatment?
And are there any side effects?
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n National and
international trainer
in BOTOX® and
Fillers.Credit of
training over 500
Dermatologists and
Plastic Surgeons in
the art of facial
rejuvenation with
injectables.
n Part of the
National Consensus
on the dosage of Botox at various sites ,March 2008.
Conducted the first Cadaver Workshop in Aesthetics in
India in September 2013 to revisit anatomy.
Has conducted two RTM discussions with Indian doctors
in aesthetics in New Delhi.
Is writing two textbooks on the Indian Injectable
Experiences.
Has attended various National and International Aesthetic
Conferences.

We can make a jaw line more prominent, accentuate and
contour lips, eyebrows shaping, narrowing of the lower face
bulk, chin reshaping and elongation, nose reshaping and
reducing fine lines and wrinkles. The side effects are very
minimal. There could be some redness and swelling which
subsides in a couple of days.

How is the treatment done?

Fillers and Botox are injected to create the ideal proportion of
the facial parts. There are different varieties of fillers; some are
more robust for lifting like JuvedermVoluma™, others are finer
for filling lines Juvederm Ultra Plus™ and there are specific
fillers for lips Juvederm Ultra™. Depending on the SFA, the
variant and quantity of the filler is decided and integrated
under the skin. Dynamic lines are treated with Botox.

How long does the procedure take?

The procedure takes a mere 10-45 minutes with no
downtime and near immediate results. 60 % of results are
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art of facial rejuvenation
with injectables.
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dosage of Botox at
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2008.
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Is writing two textbooks on the Indian Injectable Experiences.
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Conferences.
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